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Information technologies are being applied in almost all fields of human activities, including the 
urban planning. One of the common problems in urban planning is the estimation of transport 
and walking availability of various socially important facilities. Geoportal of ISDCT SB RAS 
proposes to solve this problem using service compositions, defined in a form of 
JavaScript programs. During the composition execution, the automatic parallelization of ser-
vices is performed in order to minimize the overall composition execution time. The scenario 
planning and execution processes are shown, as well as the ability to adapt to changes in com-
puting environment. 
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Introduction. The volume of received and generated data constantly increases in the world of 

information technologies. In order to process data the service-oriented approach (SOA) is used 
more and more often [1]. SOA proposes to publish computational algorithms and data sources in a 
form of services, available on the Internet. The developments of SOA principles are service compo-
sitions – defined interactions between existing services that solve specific complex problem. As 
services can be launched on multiple computational nodes at the same time, the problem of parallel-
ization of services arises in order to minify the overall service composition execution time. This 
work considers the problem of estimating the transport and walking availability for health facilities 
within the task of urban planning. 

One of the generally recognized standards of service interaction definition in compositions is 
the usage of the directed acyclic graph (DAG) [2]. Vertices of the graphs are service calls, edges are 
data dependencies between services. All algorithms that deal with the DAG scheduling can be di-
vided in two categories according to the way the schedule is accomplished – heuristic and meta-
heuristic algorithms. 

One of the most common DAG scheduling algorithms is the Heterogeneous Earliest Finish 
Time (HEFT) [3]. The most popular class of algorithms among meta-heuristic ones is the class of 
the genetic algorithms [4]. They usually find the approximate solution from the large search space 
by applying the evolutionary algorithms. Genetic algorithms usually find more precise solutions 
than heuristic algorithms; however, they take a lot more time to complete [5]. 

Works that propose hybrid scheduling algorithms started to appear lately. These algorithms 
combine two or more DAG scheduling approaches. For instance, the Hybrid Evolutionary Work-
flow Scheduling Algorithm [6] uses both HEFT algorithm and genetic approach. This algorithm is 
also able to adapt to changes that can occur in the environments, which is very important when it 
comes to scheduling in real distributed heterogeneous systems.  

Talking about ways to define the service composition, it is essential to consider the two most 
common approaches – using the BPEL (Business Process Execution Language) and XPDL (XML 
Process Definition Language) standards. These approaches define the DAG in descriptive manner. 
Despite the fact that the XPDL standard was developed earlier, the BPEL is used more often be-



cause it is more suitable for describing service interactions. However, XPDL allows calling of ser-
vices that do not have standardized web-interface, also it allows describing the graphical view of the 
defined interactions. Another promising way of defining service compositions is using the pro-
gramming language, where service calls are performed by calling corresponding functions. Defin-
ing compositions in form of programs allows processing intermediate result in the actual composi-
tion code, as well as makes it possible to apply existing software packages for specific program-
ming language. 

One of the most frequently used software packages for defining the service compositions us-
ing the BPEL standard is the Oracle BPEL Process Manager. This commercial software product has 
graphical user interface for composition creation and debugging, it support large number of various 
web-service interface standards (WSDL, WPS, etc.). BPEL Process Manager is not capable of ser-
vice scheduling, which is critical when it comes to planning of complex service compositions with a 
large number of participating services. 

Another popular software product that deals with the service composition is the Apache Tav-
ern, which lets defining the composition using the set of graphical primitives and special user inter-
face. Unlike the imperative BPEL that requires the explicit definition of execution process, Tavern 
uses the functional model managed by data. Tavern is well known among scientific teams that carry 
out research in fields of astronomy and bio-informatics (for example, for detecting genes that are 
responsible for specific disease). However, Taverna does not perform task scheduling as well. 

Thereby, there are existing approaches to service compositions definition, where DAG is 
completely defined before the actual composition execution starts, as well as algorithms that mini-
mize the overall composition execution already exist.  However, there are no algorithms, approach-
es or software packages that allow automatic scheduling of the service composition defined in a 
programming language in the distributed heterogeneous computational environment. 

As an approbation of the proposed and developed system of service composition the task of 
transport and walking availability estimation of various socially important facilities was solved. 
Such estimations play important role in various urban development procedures – planning public 
transportation, location of socially important objects, road networks and theirs throughput etc. 
While performing estimations it is important to consider the availability both by transport and by 
foot, as well as to take into account various natural barriers and overpasses (for example, rivers and 
bridges). In order to estimate the availability of various infrastructure objects the set of services and 
theirs composition was developed. All of services are deployed on a number of computational 
nodes of the local cloud infrastructure. The actual service composition that solves the problems is 
described below. 

Distributed services composition environment. The distributed services composition envi-
ronment is the software system that allows organizing the service composition execution defined 
using the JavaScript programming language. The environment is integrated with Geoportal – web-
application that was developed in ISDCT SB RAS and that provides the set of instruments for spa-
tial data processing. Main components of the environment are the composition development, pa-
rameters input and composition execution web-interfaces and the service dispatcher. 

Service composition development web-interface allows creating composition in a form of sce-
narios in JavaScript programming language using the special web-form, which simplifies and cor-
rects the scenario development process. 



Before developing the actual scenario code user needs to define input and output parameters 
of the scenario. Within the solution of task, stated above, first parameter will be vector files with 
point infrastructure objects in the SHP spatial data format. The second parameter is the SHP file 
with linear objects that define natural boundaries (water bodies). The third parameter is the SHP file 
that contains linear object that correspond to road network. The last parameter is the extent of com-
putation (the estimations will be computed only for those object that are inside of the defined rec-
tangle). The output parameter defines the folder that will store result of the composition execution 
that will be downloaded from the remote server. 

After definition of input and output parameters user defines the service composition code. 
Special text field with JavaScript syntax highlighting is available while editing the scenario code, as 
well as the list of available services. 

Four services are used in the composition: 
shp_to_geojson_converter – converts SHP file that stores the point objects data into the 

GeoJSON one. Resulting GeoJSON is stored as a regular string and is lately parsed and processed 
in the JavaScript scenario; 

geojson_to_shp_converter – converts GeoJSON data into the SHP file. GeoJSON object that 
was received after completion of the previous service is parsed and split in separate objects, then 
every split point object is converted back into the SHP file, so it can be processed by next service; 

bufferize_vector – creates buffer zones around point objects of the provided SHP file. Results 
of the previous service are converted from point to polygon ones with specific radius of buffer; 

road_analysis – estimates the transport and walking availability for point objects according to 
the information about road network and natural bounds. Estimations are done for objects that are 
results of the previous service execution. The result of the service is the regular grid in raster spatial 
data format GeoTIFF, which contains average time to reach in every grid cell for specific health 
facility. 

The service composition dispatcher accepts the scenario code as an input, as well as parame-
ters entered by user, and starts the execution. During scenario execution dispatcher does following: 

1. Builds directed acyclic graph of service call dependencies that can change during the com-
position execution; 

2. Performs the scheduling of services that are called inside of the scenario according to 
changes that occur in the distributed computational environment; 

3. Keeps track of the computational environment state and re-schedules services call plan 
when certain events occur in the environment. 

During service composition execution the problem of services call planning arises. The prob-
lem is to assign service calls to such computational nodes at certain time, so that the overall dura-
tion of composition execution will be as low as possible. In order to find such schedule, that will 
ensure the minimal service execution time, the modification of list-based heuristic scheduling algo-
rithm HEFT (Heterogeneous Earliest Finish Time) is used. The algorithm sorts tasks according to 
calculated priorities and cuts off the unpromising branches of solutions in order to speed up the 
schedule searching process. After the start of scenario execution the algorithm uses the information 
about current state of the computational environment in order to re-build the already executing part 
of the schedule [7]. 

The computational environment of the distributed services is heterogeneous, i.e. computation-
al nodes, where services are deployed, have different software and hardware characteristics. Com-



putational nodes can change their online/offline state, as well as changes in the network infrastruc-
ture, that provides access to computational nodes, can occur. Thereby, the scheduling algorithm has 
to rebuild the current schedule and take into account current execution state of the schedule when 
following events occur: computational nodes are added or deleted, the task in added to DAG, task 
that already completed took longer or shorter time to execute than planned, executing task ended 
with an error. 

Approbation. In order to estimate the transport and walking availability for healthcare facili-
ties the corresponding scenario has to be executed with following parameters:  

• hospitals parameter accepts the Geoportal table, which stores the locations of healthcare fa-
cilities. The table data is converted into the SHP file. Estimations are calculated for objects, that are 
limited by extent, which can be defined using the rectangle tool in the interactive webpage map. 

• barrier and roads parameters are SHP files that contain road network and natural barriers 
linear object. 

• extent parameter defines the calculation area of estimations. 
The result of the scenario execution is the set of raster images. Each of images contains the 

estimations for specific healthcare facility. Generated raster files can be displayed on the interactive 
web-map of the Geoportal. 

The automatically generated DAG is displayed on the fig. 1. For example, the task with the 
1001 identifier corresponds to the shp_to_geojson_converter service call, so its results are required 
in order to call geojson_to_shp_converter services in the loop. geojson_to_shp_converter, buffer-
ize_vector and road_analysis are called in the loop, which corresponds to the task sequences 1002 – 
1003 – 1004, 1005 – 1006 – 1007 etc. 

  

 
During the scenario execution the automatic DAG completion occurs. When the scenario 

completes, its results are uploaded to the Geoportal and displayed on the webpage using the interac-
tive web-map. The fig. 2 contains the screenshot of the estimations visualizations for two different 
healthcare facilities. Using the visualization instruments of the Geoportal, the displayed raster im-
ages were colored according to availability intervals 0-10 minutes, 10-20 minutes, etc. It is worth 
noting, that resulting images contain empty cells which correspond to the natural barriers (water 
bodies particularly). 

 
Figure. 1. Directed acyclic graph of task data 

dependecies 



 
 
Conclusion. The problem of transport and walking availability estimation for healthcare facil-

ities for urban planning was solved as a result of applying the developed approach to service com-
position definition and execution in the distributed heterogeneous environment. The specific set of 
web-services was developed, as well as their composition in a form of scenario in the JavaScript 
programming language in order to solve this problem. The developed service scenario was executed 
within the distributed heterogeneous environment. During composition execution the adaptability of 
execution process to changes that occur in the computational environment was tested. The task so-
lution was performed using the tools provided by Geoportal of ISDCT SB RAS. 

Main advantages of the developed system for service composition execution is the adaptabil-
ity to changes that occur in the computational environment, automatic scheduling of service calls 
within compositions and usage of the JavaScript programming language in order to build interac-
tions between services for solving complex interdisciplinary tasks. 
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Figure. 2. Visualization of transport and walking availability estimations for healthcare 
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